
THE FULL LID 
25th June 2021

Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid! It's the 300th of June and the end of
the month is �nally upon us! 
 
This month has been A Lot but The Full Lid, like the favoured porridge of
food writer and pro housebreaker Goldilocks, is just right. Every week, at 5
p.m. TFL is your chunk of pop culture enthusiasm, career notes, reviews
and anything else that I've enjoyed this week. Think of it as email, but good! 
 
This week's interstitials are Caribbean SF authors and resources for those
new to their work. 
 
Now, contents!
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All Tomorrow's Parties
 
Editor's note: Not sure if we've used this title before, but as Jason
Sanford's excellent Genre Grapevine piece mentioned, it's sadly evergreen.
Content warning for discussions of trauma.
 
This being a week in the middle of a year in linear time, there was Worldcon
/ Hugo controversy. As is always the case, everyone’s got di�erent
perspectives on it but I’d especially recommend Jason Sanford’s primer if
you want to get up to speed with a minimum of digging. 
 
The TL;DR version is 'second verse, same as the �rst'. The same
conversations about inclusion and the relationship between the Hugo
awards, the �nalists and WorldCon that have happened for the last few
years are happening again. 
 
Or as Kurt Russell puts it, no one trusts anyone now, and we are all very
tired. 
 
I'm not here to rehash old ground. I want instead to talk about a
perspective shift that hit for me this week. It's helped me, and I hope it
might help others struggling to make sense of the perennial quagmire.
 
Editor's note: That's not hyperbole. First time �nalists like myself are
warned. But that's a whole 'nother blog post.
 
It started in these Twitter threads (thanks to everyone who chatted to me
there) and was crystallized by this:

 
For some context, and also because it’s still pretty great after all these

https://www.patreon.com/posts/genre-grapevine-52898596
https://www.patreon.com/posts/52898596
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lHlYwNgFlY
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart/status/1407647219692490754?s=20
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart/status/1407647219692490754?s=20
https://twitter.com/UrsulaV/status/1407775388378480645?s=20


years, here’s Special Hugo correspondent, Sir Kenneth Branagh: 
 

Shakespeare's Henry V: Act IV, scene iii

The point Mike Glyer (or whoever is �ying the File 770 Twitter account --
hello!) makes has some nuance to it. It references this (MAGNIFICENTLY
TITLED) series of blog posts by Camestros Felapton about the Sad Puppy
incidents that led up to the ‘No Award’ Hugos of 2015. 
 
It's about the �erce, slightly panicked, bloody toothed joy of being in the
moment. Of actually being IN the room where it happens instead of reading
about it after. 2015’s Hugo Awards really were a best of times / worst of
times situation (ALL the classical references!) and it’s no surprise that six
years later those events continue to exert such a speci�c gravity. 
 
Or to put it another way: today's events bene�t from being viewed
through the lens of more than half a decade of trauma. 
 
Because make no mistake, this is traumatic. There was a real sense of
2015 being a near miss with something truly dreadful. Of the bullet
whistling as it went past.  
 
Which means we're dealing not with single issues - not even repeated
single issues. We're dealing with cascade failure, as multiple events and
their reactions cause other reactions that produce frenzied think-pieces
and answers being asserted to questions never raised. The very concept of
change becomes itself a perceived threat. 
 
Learned trauma responses are immensely useful in the short term. In the

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvFHRNGYfuo
https://camestrosfelapton.wordpress.com/debarkle/
https://twitter.com/CamestrosF
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sad_Puppies
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/aug/23/no-award-hugo-awards-following-controversy
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/341391-it-was-the-best-of-times-it-was-the-worst


mid-term, they're forti�cations that trap you as much as protect you, a
lesson I've learned personally and viscerally more than once through
therapy and experience.

It's not a perfect metaphor, but...

I’m trying to be as transparent as possible here with my perspective and
privilege so, upfront, my information largely comes from the last three
years. I’ve been a Hugo �nalist in each of those time periods and in each
one I’ve seen and experienced one scenario again and again: �nalists
having to advocate for their place at the table. That can mean your name
being read at all (let alone correctly), attendance at o�cial events or
anything else. The fan categories face this disproportionately, alternating
between neglected or over-handled. 
 
Likewise, 2018 saw Mary Robinette Kowal and a team of
volunteers parachuted in to rebuild convention programming on a brutal
time limit, in part because of the lack of representation of �nalists. This is,
to quote Leo McGarry, a hole we’ve been down before, and while we know
the way out, getting there has a cost.  
 
A lot of the Hugo �nalists I know are exhausted, hurt and annoyed. They
question why they should particulate. Because remember: Worldcon o�ers
zero comps to �nalists. They're expected to pay full price to attend and
further volunteer their time as programming participants.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJ2NMD3VWio
https://maryrobinettekowal.com/journal/mrks-worldcon-2018-programming-update/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZQJ6yqQRAQs


What none of them are is surprised. Because this is the learned trauma of
being a Hugo �nalist in the last six years: you will be let down. There will be
an issue. Fiyahcon has perhaps take the most pragmatic and heart-
breaking response to date: they planned on having to completely do for
themselves from the start.

Alexander cuts the Gordian Knot 
Berthelemy, 1767

How do we stop being here? There’s a lot of discussion about ways forward
for the ceremony and for the awards. Marguerite says it reminds her of the
US electoral college conversation that happens every four years in a
predictable cycle of rage, discourse, and inaction. It would be so easy to get
dragged into that. 
 
I don’t want to, for two reasons: I’m not quali�ed to look at the logistical
side of it in any manner other than that of an enthusiastic amateur, and
because other people are already knee deep in that, doing what they can.  
 
Instead I want to focus on the idea of shared trauma, because that’s exactly
what this is. Not only Worldcon but... the world. Last year was a global
horror show. In many ways this year is only better because we’ve decided it
has to be. And that's only in predominantly rich, white, western countries. 
 
We’re once again all very tired, and unsure who to trust.
 

https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/2021/06/20/help-get-fiyahcon-to-discon-iii/
https://www.facebook.com/JohnnyEponymous/posts/10160159827445955/


But we're also a community. Another imperfect metaphor, I know. And I
know it's not that simple. Trust me. There are days I actively rail against it.
But at the heart of a community is the concept that we all help each other.
And on its best days, we do.  Not a single person I've talked to in genre
recently doesn't have a baseline willingness to engage. We need and
deserve more best days. Maybe being open and honest about our
responses in this space, and making more space for the responses of
others, is a way to help that happen.  
 
I know there are people terri�ed Worldcon and the Hugos are dying. I also
know that you don't save something by clinging onto it so tightly it breaks.
 
Editor's note: As this issue was being scheduled, DisCon III announced that
Bill Lawhorn, the convention chair, has resigned.

Carribbean Genre Fiction Authors: RSA Garcia
 

A Trinidadean SF author whose work I was first introduced to a few years ago,
Garcia is inventive, witty and endlessly versatile. I'd especially recommend Lex
Talionis up there, but do also check out The Sun from Both Sides at Escape Pod and
her appearance at CoNZealand Fringe.

https://twitter.com/worldcon2021/status/1408424887362985988?s=20
https://rsagarcia.com/
https://twitter.com/RSAGarcia
https://escapepod.org/2020/11/05/escape-pod-757-the-sun-from-both-sides-part-1-of-3/
https://escapepod.org/
http://www.conzealandfringe.com/


Songbird
 
Editor's note: Spoilers. Content warning: this movie is about the COVID-19
pandemic.
 
We don't get to choose what makes history and, for better or worse, this
Michael Bay produced, brie�y unsafe to work on, movie is very much a
piece of history. It's the �rst piece of cinematic spec-�c to deal with the
COVID-19 outbreak and does so in a manner that would make it's producer
proud: with an abject lack of subtext and surprisingly frequent motorcycles. 
 
Directed by Adam Mason from a script by Mason and Simon Boyes,
Songbird is set in 2024. The pandemic has gone on for four years, COVID-19
has become COVID-23 and vast amounts of the US population are held in
Quarantine Zones or 'Q-Zones' where the infected are essentially left to die.
For everyone else, life is a matter of staying indoors, risking masks, avoiding
the 'Sanitation Department' stormtroopers led by Peter Stormare's Emmett
Harland (more "nicotine stained gregarious psychopath" than "tar-soaked

https://deadline.com/2020/07/sag-aftra-songbird-do-not-work-order-los-angeles-shoot-pandemic-1202976458/
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0556573/?ref_=tt_ov_dr
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm1899220/?ref_=tt_ov_wr
https://www.imdb.com/name/nm0001780?ref_=tt_cl_t_5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zj8JnL3PD-8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hdLFV8Qqvk


demon king" here) or getting deliveries from immune couriers who leave
deliveries in UV-light scrubbed airlocks. 
 
So, quick recap, that's:

COVID-24. Which is like COVID-19 but WAY COVID-ier.
Q-Zones. Q-Zones. Q-ZONES!
The Sanitation Department
Immunity being commonplace and measurable

As opposed to:

COVID-19 and variants
Playing Who's In A Mask Not On Their Chin roulette
An increasingly harried and desperate health care service, who in this
country have been told their next boss wants to throw out the
"foreigners" who've just saved countless lives.
People who think masks, science and the virus are all a government
conspiracy thought out by the Pentaverate.

Editor's note: *sigh* I know. He's not letting it go.
 
So what I'm saying is Songbird isn't batting a thousand on worldbuilding. 
 
At the early stage, Songbird feels like a script written (or more likely
adapted) early in a global panic so the author didn't have to be frightened
of the air or the outside world for a few hours and honestly, I'm down with
that. How said script made it to production is a whole 'nother hour, as we
say on Twitch. But let's push on. 
 
The characters are where the movie makes some progress. Our heroic and
perma-grimy lead is Nico, played by K.J. Apa. A 'munie' courier, Nico is a
diesel stained Peter Pan, charming and clearly at home in his quiet world.
He's patently in love with Sara (So�a Carson), an artist who cares for her
grandmother. Nico is immune. Sara isn't. So their world is Facetime and
trying to feel the body heat of the person on the other side of the door. The
intimacy of communication parried by the distance of necessity is going to
hit hard for anyone who's ever been in a long distance relationship, let
alone a lockdown. Apa and Carson are charming, naturalistic leads and you
care about them almost instantly. 
 
Likewise the movie's uno�cial secondary couple, singer and actress May
(Alexandra Daddario who is surely having the most interesting career of
any actress in her generation) and Dozer (Paul Walter Hauser), a wheelchair

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hdLFV8Qqvk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YKRFlNryaWw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/KJ_Apa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sofia_Carson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexandra_Daddario
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Walter_Hauser


using drone pilot who Nico's boss Lester (Craig Robinson y'all! Unbothered.
Moisturized. Happy. In his lane. Focused. Flourishing.) uses to keep tabs on
his best guy. 
 
Daddario's great, bringing her best game whether the assignment is San
Andreas or Why Women Kill. Robinson shows his natural sweetness,
presumably because no one thought hiring James Franco was a good idea,
thank the Maker. 
 
And then there's Hauser. I LOVE Hauser's work. Here's one of his best
moments:

Isn't he great?! Interesting how he's not a wheelchair user here, huh? Yeah.

I love Hauser's work but his casting as Dozer is FIERCELY lazy. Was every
wheelchair-using actor in LA busy? Were any of them even seen? It is just
possible, I'll grant you, Hauser needs the use of one from time to time and
that didn't come up in my research but unless that's the case, this is a
horrible call to make. I know right now a lot of you are thinking this is small
stu� but representation matters and it especially matters in movies like this
and a plot like Dozer's. He's kind and shy and dealt with his PTSD by going
into lockdown years before the outbreak. It's a great character and his
budding romance with May is the movie's backup heart. It shouldn't be
based on dishonesty and yet here we are. 
 
May is the connective tissue that holds the movie together, and it's brilliant.
Her career torpedoed by COVID-19, she's "reduced" to singing on YouTube
and at one point unites the cast as they stop and listen. It's a moment of
grace in a world made unfairly quiet, and one of the �lm's high water
marks. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Craig_Robinson_(actor)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23VflsU3kZE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rFYNqmKdaoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EIu7xubbpRU


 
The �nal plot features married couple and really high class smugglers Piper
Gri�n and William Gri�n played by Demi Moore and Bradley Whitford. 
 
Stop. Read that sentence again. Demi Moore and Bradley Whitford as
married smugglers. 
 
That's right, dystopian Santa Claus is back everyone! And trapped in a
predictable plot which involves him sexually abusing May (while wearing
one of the movie's few masks and she's wearing a splash guard) and
stringing her along about her career. Whitford is physically incapable of
turning in bad work, helping the movie perhaps more than it's deserved.
Moore is fantastic: quiet, wounded, furious. She and Apa have a pair of
great scenes that hold the third act together and I really hope she's got the
bug again because  I have missed her work. 
 
So we've got heart of gold courier, doomed(ish) girlfriend,
white!collar!crime! and some friendly outcasts. That's a party, right?! Yes
but it wouldn't be a Bay production without some ridiculous supporting
characters now would it? Enter Gri�n's immunocompromised daughter
(Lia McHugh) and Lita, Sara'a grandmother (Elpidia Carrillo). The former is
largely forgotten, the latter contracts COVID-23 and becomes a rapidly
fading inciting incident. Oh, there's also Big Pete but he's going to be the
only thing you see whenever he's on screen, and often not in a good way. 
 
This is what kills me about Songbird: it's a character piece that wants to be
an action movie and doesn't have the budget or resources. Stormare
always looks like he's just shared a drink with John Wick while Moore and
Whitford's mid-apocalyptic Crash-alike plot varies between so dialled back
it's barely there and Brad wearing his sex overalls to pop over the wall.
Worse, the movie's big elements go so big, and rarely go home, that Apa
and Carson get lost in the churn. It's such a shame too because at the heart
of Songbird is the core of every lockdown story that works:   
 
People. Dreadful, brilliant, frightened, terri�ed untidy people. All trapped in
the same boxes, all alone together. The brilliant Locked Down springs to
mine, as does Staged. It's powerful material that doesn't bene�t from Archie
punching Peter Stormare to death, or Josh Lyman: Outbreak Sex Criminal
versus a weaponized drone to get over the top. Songbird was so concerned
with being �rst it was released before we all learned what we needed from
pandemic movies. 
 
So should you see it? As a movie, no. There are better stories out there

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demi_Moore
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bradley_Whitford
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0NCKSuDEV1A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lia_McHugh
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elpidia_Carrillo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct-zGV4TgKY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEJH0hEoHc4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mepeWor5JPk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNvre0lsvvI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tX69i5bXa2Q


about the outbreak although few yet with as science �ctional a premise. As
a cultural artefact and a snapshot of a moment in time?
Absolutely. Songbird is untidy, panicky, mildly desperate. It's 2020 in 85
minutes with added drones, bikes and punching.  
 
Songbird is streaming now. And Peter Stormare knows you aren't watching
it yet.

New reader? Looking for a back issue? 
Buy me a co�ee?

Website Twitter My Carrd

https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/home/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=081050ec85
https://ko-fi.com/alasdair


Fall
 
Warren Ellis is returning to comics. 
 
He's �nishing Fell -- a series he last remembered he was supposed to be
writing thirteen years ago -- for Image Comics with artist Ben Templesmith.
Templesmith made the announcement on his Instagram. 
 
This is the response from So Many of Us, the group of Ellis' victims who
have recorded 36 testimonials of his 100 plus incidents. They generously
o�ered to engage with him on a way for him to improve himself and make
amends. 
 
In the one year since the statement was issued, they have not heard from
Ellis. 
 
Until today, the day after the announcement. When Ellis, in his subscriber-
only email newsletter, responded claiming ignorance of the year-old
invitation. This has been received as well as you might expect, which is to
say "completely justi�ably, not at all". The redacted email from Ellis is
available at So Many of Us. I know how I feel about its tone. 
 
Several of the people who signed a pledge against this behaviour last year
have also made statements. 
 
Image Comics have not. 

https://twitter.com/katiewest/status/1407778912520880128?s=20
https://www.somanyofus.com/
https://twitter.com/JamesTheFourth/status/1408116433373044739?s=20
https://twitter.com/Ssnyder1835/status/1408143391116959744?s=20


 
Let's not hold our breaths.

Caribbean Genre Fiction Authors: Caribbean Beat Interview May 2020
 
This is a really good primer on Caribbean SF. The interview involves many of
the names mentioned previously, and give some great jumping off points for new
readers.

Want More?

Where You Can Find Me This
Week

 
O� Deadline

Unbothered, moisturized, in my lane, de-hydrated but working on it.
Exhausted, less convinced with every day that every word I shovel out

https://www.caribbean-beat.com/issue-138/stories-of-what-if#axzz6yibGODZm
http://thefulllid.substack.com/
https://www.twitch.tv/eapodcasts


is hot salty garbage, �ourishing, probably at the movies.

Twitch 

What accent does a goblin have in a second language? What about
elves? Who's making pancakes? Which goblin is a not-so-secret
tongue-clucking grammarian? ALL these questions answered in this
week's penultimate instalment of T. King�sher's Nine Goblins!

Podcast Land
 
PseudoPod 762: The Thought Monster

Written by Amelia Reynolds Long and narrated by Spencer Disparti
Hosted by Alasdair Stuart with audio production by Marty Perrett

Caribbean Genre Fiction Authors: "10 Caribbean Books You Should Read At
Least Once" from The Joy Factory

 
Shaun Duke recently put together an excellent and extensive list of recommended of
Caribbean authors. I'm especially looking forward to checking out Omeros by the late
Derek Walcott.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y7sKhHPKqAc
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/1065438178
https://www.goodreads.com/en/book/show/18735220-nine-goblins
https://pseudopod.org/2021/06/18/pseudopod-762-the-thought-monster/
https://pseudopod.org/people/amelia-reynolds-long/
https://pseudopod.org/people/spencer-disparti/
https://pseudopod.org/people/alasdair-stuart/
https://pseudopod.org/people/marty-perrett/
https://medium.com/thejoyfactory/10-caribbean-books-you-should-read-at-least-once-183ef25ab632
https://medium.com/thejoyfactory
https://twitter.com/shaunduke
https://us.macmillan.com/books/9781466880405
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/derek-walcott


Signal Boost
 
Art

CloudyAppleArt does amazing work. I should know, I own chunks of it.
They've hurt their wrist and are struggling to make ends meet at the
moment so please help them out.

Books

The brilliant CA Yates has edited the also brilliant Fox Spirit Book of
Love! Crammed full of some of the best authors in the business, with
the best new editor on the block from the best indie publisher in the
UK! It is ALL good in this fantastic book crammed with lots and lots to
love. Check out our review.

Rab Ferguson brings news of Land�ll Mountains, his YA climate change
novel coming soon from OnWe.

David J. Court's anthology, Contents May Unsettle, looks great and is
out now.

Columns

Our excellent friend Adri Joy has just brought back her short �ction
review column, Questing in Shorts. You want reviews? How about sixty?
She's got you covered.

Friend of the Lid CompostWitch is conducting a survey on how
fandom communities seek information, using fan�c as a framework.
They need data, and that's where you can help out.

Crowdfunding

Jötunn follows Mary from Glasgow to Fjellskygge, Norway in search of
her brother. But she may not like what she �nds. This is a fantastic
looking new audio drama with an amazing cast and a Kickstarter
campaign that's practically a template for how to do it right.

The always amazing Fiyah are running a campaign to help fund a
meet-up for their Hugo nominated team (congratulations, buddies!)
and also attendance at WorldCon. Please help out if you can. 

https://twitter.com/CloudyAppleArt/status/1408022137160572928?s=20
https://twitter.com/shloobee
https://www.foxspirit.co.uk/love-is-all-around-us-and-its-here/
https://us8.campaign-archive.com/?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=cb5f53e0b8
https://twitter.com/RabTales
https://twitter.com/RabTales/status/1407926550570455045?s=20
https://twitter.com/WeAreOnwe
https://twitter.com/DavidJCourt
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B095LPG5DZ
https://twitter.com/AdriJjy
https://t.co/9SXiI40DZW?amp=1
https://twitter.com/CompostWitch
https://twitter.com/CompostWitch/status/1407017395688988676?s=20
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/jotunn/jotunn-an-immersive-audio-drama
https://twitter.com/fiyahlitmag
https://theconvention.fiyahlitmag.com/2021/06/20/help-get-fiyahcon-to-discon-iii/


Extreme Meatpunks Forever has possibly the best pitch I've ever heard
for a tabletop RPG: Be gay. Pilot mechs. Kill Nazis.. You know what to
do.

Hashtags and Shenanigans

Archduke Simon Pegg here, explaining the linguistic limits and
ridiculousness of 'No Homo' and also swearing with the grace Ginger
Rogers danced with. Like a long, friendly, reassuring chat from your
uncle who you're like 99% certain is bi but he's never said anything so
it's just chill.

I will absolutely take a FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHT TO POUR TEA sticker,
thank you.

Three seconds in I was sure I wouldn't cry. I was wrong. This by
tiktokker Spartan052 is LOVELY.

Podcasting

Brendon Connelly continues to do excellent work over at
#dailydetective. I especially enjoyed the Sam Tyler thread.

Fiction Fans are a �ction discussion show whose most recent episode
features Red Harvest Moon by @mileshurt and #GideonTheNinth
by @tazmuir. 

That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here
get in touch.

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/sinisterbeard/extreme-meatpunks-forever-the-roleplaying-game
https://www.instagram.com/p/CQJRrCJIzC_/
https://twitter.com/SoVeryBritish/status/1408033804804149248?s=20
https://twitter.com/tictacskep/status/1385104527842545664?s=20
https://www.tiktok.com/@ofivetwo?lang=en
https://twitter.com/brendonconnelly
https://twitter.com/hashtag/DailyDetective?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/fictionfanspod
https://t.co/6NNX78OQda?amp=1
https://twitter.com/mileshurt
https://twitter.com/hashtag/GideonTheNinth?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/tazmuir
https://alasdairstuart.com/contact/


Caribbean Genre Fiction Authors: Tobias S. Buckell
 

A fiercely prolific and versatile Grenadian author whose made his name as much in
tie-in fiction as he has with original work, Buckell's work is defined by a powerful
sense of humanity and a clear eyed look at what happens when it goes very, very
wrong. Check out some of his short stories on Escape Pod.

Find me on The Online

Website Twitter My Carrd

Awards and Voting
Kitschies: What an excellent set of �nalists!

Hugo Award voting is open. Members of DisCon can make their voices
heard between now and November 19th, with winners to be announced

https://twitter.com/tobiasbuckell
https://tobiasbuckell.com/arctic-rising/
https://escapepod.org/people/tobias-s-buckell/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://alasdairstuart.com/
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://twitter.com/AlasdairStuart
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
http://www.thekitschies.com/


at Worldcon in December 2021. There’s still time to join the convention
and reserve membership with voting rights.

The voting packets are live! They're also available at my website to
everyone! Because most my work is published for free, wee!

Folks have let me know there's been some major transcription errors in
some of the voter packet material converted into EPUB formats, including
mine. I've let the convention know. If it would help, I can set up what I did
last year and make individual PDFs of (most) of the packet materials
available on my website if that will help. Get in touch if so.

Signing O� / Playing Out
 
Thanks for reading, folks!  That was a hard week, and I hope the curveballs
were less frustrating for you, and for us all next week. Take a walk, take a
rest, hydrate, do what you have to do to care for you. 
 
TFL returns next week. Check my Carrd for all the places you can �nd me,
including the Team KennerStuart Instagram, Twitters, and Twitch -- follow
the channel to get noti�ed when we go live. 
 
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider
dropping something in the tip jar. 
 
Playing us out this week is Raleigh Ritchie with 'Werld is Mine'. It's urgent
and driving and wistful and I like it a lot. 
 
You know what else?

https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=c512a01bb0&e=89d9b90152
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=6371474ecd&e=89d9b90152
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=1701fa738f&e=89d9b90152
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=7712d7f7a7&e=89d9b90152
https://alasdairstuart.com/2020/04/30/hugo-voting-packet-for-2020/
https://alasdairstuart.carrd.co/
https://www.instagram.com/kennerstuart/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/LegalValkyrie/status/1215210777822617600
https://www.twitch.tv/eapodcasts
https://alasdairstuart.us8.list-manage.com/track/click?u=a0e2b590b7db9ab7d2927942c&id=fd1d51bebe&e=5844525c32
https://twitter.com/RaleighRitchie
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYrBOcsrNMs
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